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DOCTORAL dissertations CONCERNED WITH
LIBRARY AND information SCIENCE publishing AND BOOKS
AN ANNOTATED bibliography OF STUDIES RELATING TO EAST ASIA
COMPLETED BETWEEN 1999 AND 2004
compiled and edited by frank joseph shulman
doctoral dissertations are a significant scholarly resource in most academic disciplines normally
constituting the highest level of graduate student scholarship at institutions of higher education they
embody the results of years of study and research advance the frontiers of knowledge and frequently
contain exhaustive bibliographies of value to librarians and scholars alike furthermore the receipt of
the doctoral degree is a major accomplishment in any individuals scholarly career and the subject of
ones dissertation is often directly related to his or her subsequent research and publication activity

this annotated bibliography highlights twenty two doctoral

dissertations completed between 1999
and early 2004 that in their entirety or at least in part should be of particular interest to the readers of
the journal ofeast
dahil and edd degrees at universities
of east asian libraries accepted for the phd dphil
in canada hong kong the united kingdom and the united states these dissertations cover a wide
range of library related topics from library administration library automation library development
library education and library services to word division in bibliographic records western language
books about china and various aspects of printing publishing and reading each bibliographical
entry provides insofar as possible not only the authors name and year of birth his or her dissertation
title the name of the degree awarding institution the calendar year and type of degree the exact
pagination of the thesis typescript and the chairperson of the authors doctoral committee or the
250 600 word long abstract edited here in nearly every case
authors major thesis adviser but also a 250600
the dissertations table of contents limited primarily to the titles of the individual chapters and a
statement regarding the availability of copies of the dissertation in order to facilitate scholarly
communication the current postal and eemail
mail addresses of the dissertation authors are included
whenever they are readily available

the present bibliography

supplements the annotated bibliography doctoral dissertations on asia
completed during the 1990s and concerned with libraries information services information
systems and technology library education books and publishing indexing and bibliography by
frank joseph shulman that appeared in the international association of orientalist librarians
2000 2001 and that covered the countries of south and southeast asia as well as
bulletin no44 20002001
those of east asia contributions of information about additional dissertations for future publication
in the journal ofeast
of east asian libraries will be gratefully appreciated and should be sent to frank
joseph shulman bibliographer editor and consultant for reference publications in asian studies
9225 limestone place college park maryland 207403943
mail fshulmanumdedu
20740 3943 USA E
email
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jebreel H
ARISHEE jezreel

personal and cultural values as factors in user satisfaction A comparative study of users of
library services university of pittsburgh united states 2000 phd in library and information
Major adviser christinger tomer xv 176p abstracted in dissertation
chairpersonmajor
science Chairperson
12 june 2001 4596 A copies are available for purchase in
abstracts international 61 no
no12
micro fiche microfilm and paper formats from UMI formerly university microfilms international in
microfiche
ann arbor michigan order number 9998539

this dissertation set out to investigate the extent to which the personal and cultural values of
american and international students are a factor in their satisfaction with library services we
explored the conceptual linkages between cultural and personal values as well as the effects of values
on customer satisfaction
the present study involved 435 american and international graduate students among them fifteen
from japan and eight others from china korea and thailand they all were enrolled in the graduate
school of public and international affairs at the university of pittsburgh descriptive data were
collected through a questionnaire survey
two levels were measured cultural values and user satisfaction there were three sections to the
instrument utilized in the study the first included items designed to collect relevant demographic
data the second contained questions which addressed personal and cultural values the third section
represented the users opinions of library services and how satisfied he or she was with them
in
m measuring cultural and personal values we used al weqaiys 1998 approach in which he used
the list of value LOV scale kahle 1983 while the SERVQUAL scale zeitghaml parasuraman &
berry 1990 was used to measure the customers expectations and perceptions of library services
with the personal correlation of personal values for international and american students there was
a significant positive correlation between personal values service quality and satisfaction A
significant positive correlation also existed between power distance service quality and satisfaction
our analysis of the data obtained from the questionnaire indicated that there was no significant
relationship between the students area of geographic origin and any of the eight personal values of the
present study it is worth mentioning however that the japanese students were the only ones to
indicate less satisfaction with american library services we relate this to two major factors the
japanese students high expectations and the fact that they were from a more developed and
technologically enhanced background compared to the other international students included in the
study A set of recommendations and suggestions for further research concluded our investigation

contents 1 introduction 2 review of literature 3 research methodology 4 data analysis
summary findings recommendations and conclusions 3 figures 44 tables appendices AC
A C
58 bibliography pp159
pp
pp 15976
159 76
ap 142
ap
pp142
14258

5

jebreel arishen
note jezreel
ishee a native of saudi arabia is also the author of a second doctoral dissertation
Ar
arishee
the use of information sources by faculty in the school of education university of pittsburgh
edd university of pittsburgh 2000 xii 120p he was affiliated with king saud university in
riyadh following his return to saudi arabia
source compiled and edited primarily from information in the authors dissertation
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ARSENAULT clement

1962

ofbibliographic records
word division in the transcription of chinese script in the title fields of bibliographic
or adviser
Chairperson Ma
Major
university of toronto canada 2000 phd in information studies chairpersonmajor
chairpersonma
lynne C howarth xiii 265p abstracted in dissertation abstracts international 611 no 11 may

micro fiche microfilm and paper formats from
4214 A copies are available for purchase in microfiche
UMI formerly university microfilms international in ann arbor michigan order number nq53736
micro fiche copy may also be borrowed on interlibrary loan from the national library of canada in
A microfiche
ottawa using the ISBN number 00612537366
612 53736 6 electronic online access URL
down loaded free
bnccaobjs4f2dsk2ftp02nq53736pdf electronic theses can be downloaded
httpwwwnlc bnccaobjs4f2dsk2ftpo2nq53736pdf
of charge and printed for personal use only
2001

the romanization of chinese script can enhance access in online bibliographic databases by

facilitating the filing searching and browsing of records in the mid 1990s the library of congress
pincin romanization
announced that it would replace the wade giles romanization system with the pinyin
system for transcribing chinese data in its bibliographic records this decision was destined to have a
substantial impact throughout the north american library community
pincin as opposed to wade giles aggregates chinese words into single
in its canonical form pinyin
linguistic units since chinese characters represent monosyllabic morphemes
morph emes rather than words
chinese text in its original form does not provide visual cues to indicate where a word starts or ends
and therefore does not provide guidance ror
for joining syllables when the script is romanized
forjoining
womanized
Romani zed in this
respect pinyin
pincin entries in bibliographic records can be constructed following either a monosyllabic or a
polysyllabic pattern although the former is easier and less costly to implement the latter method is
potentially more beneficial for end users since combining single syllables into linguistic units greatly
reduces ambiguity and generates a much larger variety of indexable terms thereby improving
precision in online retrieval
the goal of this dissertation was to determine whether following the polysyllabic method
significantly improves retrieval efficiency and effectiveness in item specific searching within online
bibliographic databases analysis of the results revealed that the aggregation of monosyllables does
improve efficiency significantly p 05 especially during keyword based searches and that
effectiveness is unaffected by the inconsistencies observed in the aggregation format between
cataloger generated records and user input queries

contents 11 introduction and statement of the problem 2 literature review 3 research methods
and procedures 4 data collection and analysis 5 interpretation of the results and conclusions 24
figures and maps 43 tables bibliography pp203 20 appendices A
APP pp221 65

note thirty graduate students from the peoples republic of china at the university of toronto who
were familiar with the concept of chinese script romanization participated in arsenaults
Arsen aults
experimental investigations clement arsenault may be contacted at the following address ecole
tcole de
vinformation
1information
biblioth6conomie et des sciences de Vin
bibliotheconomie
Univer site de montreal CP 6128 succursale
universita
universit6
rin
succur sale
formation universite
centre ville montreal quebec 113c
mail clement
clementarsenaultumontrealca
h3c
hac 3j7 canada Eemail
arsenaultumontrealca
published in part as testing the impact of syllable aggregation in romanized
womanized
Romani zed fields of chinese
language bibliographic records dynamism and stability in knowledge organization proceedings
10 13 july 2000 edited by C beghtol L C
of the sixth international ISKO conference toronto 1013
howarth and N J williamson wiirzburg germany ergon verlag 2000 14349
143 49 word division
in the transcription of chinese script in the title fields of bibliographic records cataloging &
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109 37 and pinyin
pincin romanization for OPAC retrieval Is
no3 2001 10937
classification quarterly 32 noa
everyone being served information technology and libraries 21 no2
noa 2002 4550
45 50

source compiled and edited primarily from information in the authors dissertation

CHANG durk hyun 1967

library and
knowledge culture and identity american influence on the development of oflibrary
information science in south korea since 1945 university of texas at austin united states 2000
phd in library and information science chairpersonmajor
Chairperson Major adviser donald G davis jr xii
224p abstracted in dissertation abstracts international 61 noa
no8 feb 2001 2968 A copies are
available for purchase in micro
fiche microfilm and paper formats from UMI formerly university
microfiche
microfilms international in ann arbor michigan order number 9983162
knowledge and information are regarded as essential for the development and modernization of
nation states many developing or third world countries have set modernization as a major goal and
strive to achieve it they can modernize if certain social problems are solved the problems can only
be solved with certain knowledge and academics provide such knowledge the dissemination of
knowledge throughout the world however occurs within a global network that places knowledge
under the control of those with power and transfers it from the center to the peripheral parts of the
world
the republic of korea is one of the countries that has eagerly imported the knowledge and
information that it has needed from the outside world with american assistance especially after
world war two the major emphasis of modernization has been placed on education higher education
in particular including education for librarianship the knowledge of american librarianship
transferred to south korea during this historical process has had a significant influence on the
development of library and information science LIS in south korea people are calling however
for a re
reexamination of the disciplines knowledge system in the country researchers in this realm
examination
contend that the transferred western knowledge perceived as modem and advanced seems
predominantly authoritative and functions as a discursive regime on which academics tend to rely in
order to define what should be studied content and how it should be studied method while resistant
discourses are to be produced as well situated in this awareness this dissertation sheds light on the
cultural implications of this knowledge transfer process in LIS using south korea as a test case
our major concern is to identify the process of the transfer of western knowledge as viewed
through the historical development of librarianship in the republic of korea and to conceptualize the
cultural implications of its historical context by placing them within a framework of relevant
contemporary cultural theories our study historical research anchored within a theoretical
framework embraces three phases first it presents an extensive review of relevant theory to
explain the phenomena of transnational knowledge transfer second it portrays the history of the
establishment of librarianship in south korea based on primary sources and secondary research
finally it provides an analysis of current discursive content of LIS research in south korea on the
basis of the theoretical application of critical discourse analysis
contents

introduction 2 theoretical framework 3 historical context 4 discursive content of
LIS library and information science in south korea 5 conclusions 10 tables bibliography
71
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pp200 23
source compiled and edited primarily from information in the authors dissertation

mi
kyungmi
CHUN Kyung
1977 1996 A bibliometric study university of north texas
korean studies in north america 19771996
Chairperson Major adviser donald B
united states 1999 phd in information science chairpersonmajor
cleveland and samantha K hastings 2 viii igop abstracted in dissertation abstracts
10 apr
fiche
3807 A copies are available for purchase in micro
microfiche
international 61 no
20013807
aar 2001
no10
nolo
microfilm and paper formats from UMI formerly university microfilms international in ann arbor

michigan order number 9989799

this dissertation is a descriptive bibliometric study of the literature of the field of korean studies
its goal is to present a quantitative description of the literature and to serve as a model for such
research in other area studies fields
this study analyzed 193 source articles and 7166 citations in the articles in four representative
korean and asian studies journals published in north america from 1977 to 1996 the journals
included in this study were korean studies the journal ofkorean
aslan
of korean studies the journal ogasian
of asian
studies and the harvard journal ofasiatic
of asiatic studies the subject matters and characteristics of the
authors of the source articles were examined along with various characteristics such as the form date
language country of origin subject key authors and key titles of the literature cited in the source
articles
research in korean studies falls within fourteen broad disciplines but it is concentrated in a few
disciplines americans have been the most active authors in korean studies followed closely by
authors of korean ethnicity monographic literature was used most frequently the mean age of
publications cited was 2087
20.87 and the median age of publications cited was 12 the price index of
21.9
47.1
47
korean studies as a whole is 219
219 percent sources written in english were most often cited 471
4711
and references to korean language sources amounted to only 349
34.9
349 of all sources in general the
authors preferred sources published in their own countries sources on history were cited most by
other disciplines no significant core authors were identified no significant core literature was
identified as well
this study indicates that korean studies is still evolving some ways of promoting research in less
studied disciplines and of facilitating formal communication between korean scholars in korea and
koreanists in north america must be sought in order to promote the well balanced development of the
field this study suggests that as many and as great a variety of titles in all formats as possible must be
collected to support research in korean studies

contents 1 introduction 2 literature review 3 methodology 4 source articles 5
characteristics of the literature cited 1I citation frequency form and age 6 characteristics of the
II language place and subject 7 characteristics of the literature cited 111
literature cited 11
III core
ili
85 tables
G pp
authors and sources 8 summary and conclusions 73 tables appendices A
ap 139
13985
AG
73 bibliography pp186
35
90
pp
ap 186
18690
3573

note kyungmi chun the university of hawaiis korea specialist librarian may
maybe
be contacted at the
following address asia library university of hawaii at manoa library 2550 mccarthy mall
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mail kyungmichawaiiedu
honolulu HI 96822 E
email
source compiled and edited primarily from information in the authors dissertation

FERGUSON anthony walter 1945

the library and information needs of chinese undergraduate radio and television university

distance education students columbia university teachers college united states 2001 edd in
international and transcultural studies chairpersonmajor
Chairperson Major adviser clifford G hill xv 186p
abstracted in dissertation abstracts international 63 noa
no5 nov 2002 1669 A copies are
available for purchase in microfiche
micro fiche microfilm and paper formats from UMI formerly university
microfilms international in ann arbor michigan order number 3052876

this dissertation seeks to answer two questions what are the information needs of undergraduate
television university TVU distance education students in china and how are these needs
currently being met
it is a qualitative study that emphasizes letting the voices of the students teachers librarians and
administrators of chinas
cainas TVUs tell their own story interviews 38 groups surveys 624 individuals
and personal observations 21 sites conducted in five provinces angui
xi shandong
su jiangxi
Shan dong
shardong
anhui jiangsu
Jiang
Jiang
cunnan and three major cities nanjing
and yunnan
nanking
Nanjing shanghai and Ti
anjin were employed to collect data
xianjin
tianjin
to summarize the findings and to detect patterns in participant responses simple statistical tables with
frequency counts and percentages were developed to determine whether differences in student major
urban rural residence highlow
high low population density area residence or richpoor
hightow
urbanrural
rich poor setting residence were
significant in how participants responded to study questions purposeful samples were drawn
the study confirms the importance of lectures and learning package materials for distance
education students it also verifies however that TVU students employ and want a variety of
informational resources it provides new information about why TVU students go to and value
libraries and bookstores the importance of informal communication with other students family
members and teachers as an information gathering technique and the emerging value of the internet
as a source of information
to better meet the information needs of TVU students this study recommends the following library
and information related actions
a better information support in addition to better teachers and more interesting courses is needed if
TVUs are to compete with the traditional universities that also offer distance education courses
b increased library acquisitions and staff fund budgets are required to better meet student
information needs
c improved access to internet linked computers is needed otherwise the proposed TVU virtual
library delivered over a national network will be meaningless
d A national public relations effort is needed to convey the message that TVUs can and do have good
teachers and students too many TVU students unduly question the value of their educational
programs

contents 1 introduction 2 literature review 3 methodology 4 analysis of the data
conclusions 1 map 49 tables bibliography pp
145 61 appendices A
ap 14561
86
ap 162
16286
AFF pp

5

note ferguson also points out that many of the TVUs are increasingly becoming like traditional
universities with dormitories and sports fields and that supposedly supplementary tutorial classes for
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students are like ones found at traditional universities he may be contacted at the following address
23 shawan drive block 1 18b pokfulam hong kong email
E mail fergusonhkucchkuhk

source compiled and edited primarily from information in the authors dissertation

HARDY steven ralph 1961
1961

expatriate writers expatriate readers english language fiction published along the china
coast in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries university of minnesota united
states 2003 phd in english chairpersonmajor
Chairperson Maj
Major
358p abstracted
chairpersonmaj
iv358p
mai or adviser michael hancher iv
in dissertation abstracts international 64 noa
no4 oct 2003 1265 A copies are available for
micro fiche microfilm and paper formats from UMI formerly university microfilms
purchase in microfiche
international in ann arbor michigan order number 3087759

during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries many british expatriates living in hong
kong and in chinas
cainas treaty ports wrote fiction that was set in china while some of it was published in
great britain a significant number of works were published in shanghai or hong kong these works
are considered in this dissertation fiction published in shanghai or hong had as its primary readers
members of the expatriate community in this respect this fiction was unlike much expatriate fiction
which often explained the foreign place to readers at home
two factors encouraged the development of this literature in the late 1880s after first achieving
success with fiction published for expatriates in india rudyard kipling achieved great popularity at
home it appears that some authors sought to emulate kiplings
Kip lings success by undertaking in china what
kippings
he had done in india the development of various publishing opportunities in china was another spur
following an historical survey of expatriate life in china and hong kong 1I consider works by elisa
giles lise boehm charles halcombe paul and veronica king william A rivers and
leonard doliver dolly or dolly oliver my analysis uses gerald princes concept of the
narratee
narr atee to show how the works themselves imply their audience giles wrote a series entitled china
narrated
coast tales and these stories are sharply critical of certain expatriates especially missionaries and
busybody wives charles halcombe portrays qing dynasty officials as corrupt and he weaves into his
two novels historical events such as the taiping rebellion and current events the efforts by sun
yat sen and his sympathizers to overthrow the qing the most interesting work by paul and
veronica king is the novel eurasia A tale of shanghai life which explores the responsibilities that
westerners have to their eurasian children the works by leonard doliver bom
born 1875 show the
degree to which british expatriates could separate themselves from china using china as a mere
backdrop for stories that could have been set anywhere DO
livers fiction may have helped his readers
dolivers
delivers
recreate home life in an exotic foreign locale
contents 1 one mute inglorious kipling here may dwell 2 expatriate life in china 3 elise
giles expatriate wife writing expatriate life 4 charles halcombe qing dynasty opponent 5
paul and veronica king unrealized potential 6 leonard doliver using china as a backdrop 7
conclusion english language fiction written by western expatriates and set in china pp338 43
other works bibliography pp344 56 appendix pp357 58

note the earliest work that hardy considers is a novella by elisa giles 18601921
1860 1921
1921 formosa A tale
1860192
1885 which first appeared in the north china daily news shanghai
18841885
of the french blockade of 1884
odthe
ofthe
in 1890 and was published as a book in 1906 the last work is leonard DO
livers novel paul the
dolivers
delivers
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pretender A romance ofhongkong which was published in 1912 steven hardy may be contacted at
the following address ohio valley college one campus view drive vienna WV 26105 E
mail
email

hardyovcedu
source compiled and edited primarily from information in the authors dissertation

yuming
HE
heyuming

1968

productive space performance texts in the late ming university of california at berkeley
united states 2003 phd in east asian languages chinese language chairpersonmajor
Chairperson Major
adviser stephen H west v 318p abstracted in dissertation abstracts international 64 nog
noa
no9 mar
2004 3301 A copies are available for purchase in micro
microfiche
fiche microfilm and paper formats from
UMI formerly university microfilms international in ann arbor michigan order number 3105236

this dissertation investigates the function and construction of private performance space during the
late ming period it discusses the ways in which private performance space shaped the writing and
printing of performance texts particularly a new publishing genre in the late ming that is called drama
miscellanies xieu
xiqu zashu
eashu it also investigates how this same space provided a motive and sustaining
power for the creation of an alternate nonpublic
non public space that turned shared public knowledge into a
coded language of a social group aficionados that was subject to its own fashions and values
chapter one discusses the spatial factors that contributed to the narrative structure of the
play within a play of closet drama antouju in late sixteenth century china these closet dramas
sacrifice accurate historical time for the spatial representation of private performance they also
reveal how the cultural acts of reading text and viewing theater were mutually implicated in the
growing desire for private performance and in the expanding printing industry of the late ming
altogether they opened up a space between page and stage in which new modes of dramatic texts and
their performance circulated this chapter technically serves as a way to contextualize
ize the discussion
contextual
on drama miscellanies
chapters two through five cover the so called drama miscellanies which were produced by and
textualized the space of private performance published in the late ming they feature a new format
each page is divided into three registers the broader top and bottom registers record dramatic texts
while the middle and much narrower register records popular songs drinking games jokes slang
lists of place names of administrative offices of official titles and of local products this register not
only disrupts a conventional mundane reading experience by introducing possible sets of
simultaneous linear materials but also provokes questions about motive and audience
105 offers information on the publishers woodblock
chapter two pages 72
72105
wood block printers and
compilers as well as a survey of the miscellaneous genres found in those books and a brief discussion
of the spatial significance of page format chapter three pages 10648
106 48 examines the formation of
this new printing genre as a product of the interplay between print text and performance chapters
four and five move to two specific forms of performance texts that can be found in the narrow middle
registers of drama miscellanies popular songs xia
oqu and social games and investigate how these
xiaoqu
genres shape and are shaped by private performance space in a unique way
the dissertation as a whole explores the specific terms by which the meanings of text become
spatially and per
performatively
formatively significant private performance space is productive in that a it
encompasses productions of theatrical musical and social performances b it becomes fertile ground
for fashioning the self both as a physical entity enmeshed in sexuality and desire and as a
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psychological self one that is marked by an alternative personality of unfettered ness fengliu
feng liu
which could be only temporary taking shape and disappearing with the space itself and c it
conditions motivates and structures the writing reading compiling and printing of performance
texts in the late ming

contents introduction 1 creating space three closet dramas 2 two texts of drama
miscellanies 3 the formation of a printing genre 4 xiaoqu popular songs text of space 5
knowledge and private performance space conclusion 38 figures illustrations cover pages and
other pages from selected books appendices 1122 pp283 94 bibliography pp295 318

note yuming he may be contacted at the department of chinese reed college 3203 SE woodstock
E mail yuminghealumberkeleyedu
boulevard portland oregon 97202 email
source compiled and edited primarily from information in the authors dissertation

KENNEDY alan E

1960

measurement of the true ph ofancient
of ancient chinese paper queens university of belfast united
dphil
kingdom 2000 dahil
Major adviser
chairpersonmajor
DPhil in inorganic chemistry school of chemistry Chairperson
acceptedfor for higher
kenneth R seddon 10 iii 222p abstracted in index to theses with abstracts accepted
degrees by the universities of great britain and ireland vol50 pt
atl
ptl1 entry no50 1096 and in
dissertation abstracts international 61 no04 winter 2000 section C p1035 this dissertation is
embargoed through june 302005 contact the science library queens university belfast bt7
btw ils
northern ireland united kingdom for information regarding the availability of copies after that date

the british library has a collection of about six thousand complete chinese scrolls and nearly eight
thousand fragments including such items as the coloured star map of
chien lo chih almost certainly
ofchien
the oldest extant star chart from any civilization
civilisation between 1918 and 1960 damaged scrolls were lined
with paper in an effort to preserve them these backing papers were held in place by wheat paste
adhesive which contained various acids an acidic environment weakens paper by breaking up the
chains of cellulose fabres
fibres that make up the bulk of the paper current methods of measurement only
determine ph at the surface of the paper furthermore they tend to damage the paper
this dissertation presents a method of measuring the true ph of paper which determines ph
within the many microscopic cells that exist in paper these cells are of micron dimensions
micro electrode and a reference ultramicron
ultramicro
ultra
ultramicroelectrode
accordingly an ultramicron
ultramicro
ultramicro electrode are required to make
ultramicroelectrode
microelectrode
microelectrode
measurements within them an investigation into the current state of
ofmicroelectrode technology has
microelectrode
revealed electro
electrogenerated
generated iridium oxide as a suitable material for the fabrication of
a ph
ofaph
olaph
ultramicroelectrode
ultra
microelectrode agagcl coated in nation was found to produce a stable reference fabrication
ultramicron
and testing of
micro electrodes based on these two technologies proved their suitability for
ultramicro
ultra
ofultramicroelectrodes
in paper ph measurement further tests with modem
modern japanese kozo paper considered a reasonable
substitute for ancient chinese paper compared surface and in paper ph measurements the in paper
measurement was found to produce a considerably more accurate ph value

contents not available until july 2005 on account of a university imposed embargo
source compiled and edited from the authors dissertation abstract and from information supplied by
queens university
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LEE hyo sook

automatic text processingfor
processing for korean language free text retrieval university of sheffield
united kingdom 2000 phd in information studies Chairperson
Major adviser peter willett 8
chairpersonmajor
198p abstracted in index to theses with abstracts acceptedfor
accepted por
for higher degrees by the universities
16867 copies are available through the british
pt7 entry 50
5016867
of great britain and ireland vol50 pta
thesis service british library document supply centre boston spa wetherby west yorkshire
microfilm copy is also available at the
ls23 7bq united kingdom accession number DX216250
dx216250 A amicrofilm
center for research libraries in chicago illinois call number P 80000702

this dissertation presented an automatic conflated approach

for improving the performance of
searches in korean free text retrieval we investigated the morphological characteristics of korean
and considered the development of language specific stopwording
stop wording and stemming routines the
morphological analysis indicated that such major features as contraction agglutination and
homography
homo graphs must be satisfactorily addressed for effective automatic text processing consequently a
homographs
stemmer
mer was developed and implemented it was assessed with standard precision and recall
korean stern
measures using the SMART system as a test bed
the initial part of our experimental work focused on the development of a stopeord
stop word list taking into
stopword
account the statistical behavior of the terms occurring in two test collections KT set and KRIST set
stop word list was developed and noncontent
stopword
non content bearing terms were removed by an automatic
the stopeord
procedure
in order to develop a stemming algorithm we focused on the development of a list of suffixes and
on context sensitive rules for this purpose a detailed examination was made of the behavior of
suffixes in the test collections as well as in standard sources on korean grammar A context sensitive
iterative stemmer was developed it uses a list of suffixes a table of rules and a stem dictionary
applying minimum stem length context sensitively
the stemmer was implemented in the SMART system in order to evaluate its retrieval performance
two types of indexing and retrieval were undertaken to enable comparative testing one was with
automatic stemming and the other was with non stemming the retrieval results were examined at
fixed cutoffs and were evaluated in terms of average precision and recall through the statistical
significance tests our assessment confirmed that automatic stemmed searches performed significantly
better than unstemmed searches

contents 1 word conflation in information retrieval 2 morphology in the korean language 3
development of a stemming algorithm for korean text 4 A final version of the stemming
algorithm 5 implementation of the korean language stemming algorithm in the SMART system
6 evaluation of the stemming algorithm in the SMART system 7 conclusions 57 tables
9 1 appendices AC
bibliography pp
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the commercial press of shanghai is one of the most important publishing houses in china its
history dates back more than a century since its founding in 1897 publishing has been its tool and the
advocacy of education its principle while books and publishing constitute the media and the
mechanism for transmitting knowledge and culture publishing companies act as a middleman for
producing as well as spreading knowledge As evident in western history publishing organizations
were very often closely linked with the nurturing and growth of intellectuals together with the
formation and transformation of the reading environment in chinese history however not much has
been written about this subject therefore this dissertation investigates the commercial press a large
publishing house from the western scholarly perspective of the history of book publishing the
cultural function of the commercial press is examined and its influence on disseminating knowledge
and molding culture during the first half of the twentieth century are also analyzed
institution people including staff readers and authors productivity publications
market and influence are the crucial concepts for fully understanding the cultural functions of a
publishing organization this study employs these concepts to examine the transformation of the
commercial press as an institution and its operating mechanism the recruitment and departure of its
staff its publishing orientation and direction and the ways in which its publications molded and met
social needs our ultimate goal is to illustrate how a vital cultural entity such as the commercial press
exerted its influence on its times social atmosphere and people the dissertation highlights the
establishment and emergence of the commercial press which bears an invaluable cultural and
historical significance symbolizing the first cultural restructuring after the taiping rebellion
originating from below the successful development of a large publishing business such as the
commercial press served to create the conditions and living space conducive to the growth of a
modem intellectual community in order to cater to the needs of its readers and the market this
innovative publishing house introduced various kinds of innovations this not only complemented the
species that chinese publications were devoid of but also facilitated the shift of contemporary reading
trends it can be argued that the political educational and cultural developments that occurred in late
imperial china and during the republican period including the hundred daysreforin
days reform movement
1898 the introduction to new thoughts educational reforms vernacular writing and the new
culture movement the library movement and the enlightenment etc are all closely related to the
commercial press and other contemporary publishing organizations
books bear the two sided characteristics of being both commodity and culture publishing
organizations on the one hand are the product of their times and on the other hand an important
mechanism for affecting the culture of their times if the cultural function of an ideal publisher is to
enhance the cultural quality of a society then the commercial press seems to have found the right
balance and the doctrine of the mean as demonstrated by its history throughout the fifty year period
1897 1949
18971949
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contents translated 1 A new view of the history of modem culture the history of book
publishing 2 the organization the growth rise and fall of the commercial press 3 the people
at the commercial press the formation
fon nation of modem intellectuals as a group 4 book publishing
statistics of the output of the commercial press 5 influence the spread and nurturing of culture
6 influence on the culture of manufacturing the effect of advertising 7 conclusion the cultural
function of publishers

note lee ka kui serves as chief director of the hong kong educational publishing company one
of hong kongs leading local publishers it was founded in 1979 specifically to publish textbooks and
educational books for local primary and secondary schools the company was set up as a direct
outcome of the commitment of its parent company the commercial press to the promotion of
education and enlightenment
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the past two decades in particular have witnessed the integration of people with disabilities into
mainstream society this has become a major political issue in many countries disabled people have
long been excluded from mainstream education employment and various community activities and
as a result many of them have been left unproductive and dependent that society to some extent has
a negative attitude towards disabled people cannot be disputed until recently attention to disabled
people focused entirely on their physical well
being rather than on their effective integration this
wellbeing
negative attitude coupled with less integration has in many ways prevented disabled people from
developing their potential and from using their ability to pursue independent lives in this respect
library services for disabled people are regarded as part of the integration of disabled people into
mainstream society public libraries especially can be seen as the most important institutions for their
integration
this dissertation set out to identify the problems currently faced by mainstream libraries in the
provision of library services for disabled people and to present practical solutions appropriate to
conditions in korea while also addressing such other disabilities as hearing and mobility impairment
it is primarily concerned with visual impairment visually impaired people are the most
disadvantaged in libraries because of their inability to read printed materials for data collection
purposes the study relied on a literature review observation and interviews
the dissertation is organized into three parts the first part outlines background information
regarding the integration of disabled people their characteristics and difficulties and the development
of library services for disabled people from earliest times to the present day the second part presents
our research findings with respect to physical technological and human factors the last part proposes
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solutions to problems and draws conclusions our emphasis throughout the study is on making library
professionals in korea aware of the need for library services for disabled people in mainstream
libraries
following the introduction chapter one discusses various issues related to the integration of
disabled people into mainstream society included are a definition of integration its purpose and the
environmental factors which encourage mainstream libraries to integrate disabled people into the rest
of the population the practice of integrating disabled people into other sectors in korea is also
discussed chapter two begins by considering the characteristics of the disabilities and the problems
and difficulties of disabled people this is followed by a discussion of the various types of social
discrimination and prejudices which they face and of current discriminatory practices in mainstream
libraries chapter three summarizes the historical evolution of library services for visually impaired
people within the context of the development of technology the latter is regarded as the most
significant factor for bringing about changes in services and for integrating library services for
disabled people into the mainstream
chapter four investigates the physical buildings and facilities of mainstream libraries it not only
identifies the general problems associated with library building projects in korea but also accounts for
specific issues related to disabilities in the design of library buildings exemplary practices in the
united kingdom for accessible library buildings are also discussed chapter five looks at the impact
of information technology on the lives of disabled people especially visually impaired people and
discusses the possibility of using new technology to enable mainstream libraries to open their doors to
these people given the fact that access to electronic information is dependent upon the design of web
sites the issue of accessible web sites on the internet is discussed and international efforts to
discourage the creation of inaccessible web sites is mentioned chapter six examines invisible
psychological barriers caused primarily by the attitudes of librarians towards disabled people and by
less prepared library practitioners which have the most negative impact on the integration of disabled
people into mainstream libraries in addition problems that have contributed to the low status of
korean public libraries in society is discussed within the context of user development and the
integration of disabled people
chapter seven formulates some guidelines in the form of recommendations for accessible library
services in mainstream libraries at both the national and local levels the dissertation ends by
presenting some general conclusions and by identifying further areas of research which might
contribute to the improvement of library services for disabled people
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since the explosion of knowledge and the innovation of technology have drastically changed the
characteristics of the workplace learning has become the most important factor for surviving changes
in todays workplace librarians as information professionals have a strong need to respond to
learning opportunities in order to ensure that their skills and knowledge meet the continually changing
environments in which they work
this dissertation focused on informal learning rather than on formal training or continuing
professional education in order to provide a better understanding of librarians learning experiences in
the workplace the purposes of this study were to explore what and how librarians leam
learn in the
workplace to investigate the contextual factors that promote or impede their learning and to analyze
the impacts of learning on individuals and the workplace
A qualitative study method utilizing grounded theory elements was employed eighteen librarians
in two unnamed university libraries in taipei taiwan were interviewed and observed in their daily
work routines such as meetings reference work and office work interviewing people provided an
understanding of how they perceived their learning experiences while observation demonstrated how
learning actually occurs in the workplace setting
the study showed that librarians learned in everyday work activities learning and work converged
in the workplace even though they came to the workplace with a body of knowledge and skills in the
library science field the librarians still acquired considerable knowledge and skills on the job that
were not taught in library education programs work itself was essential in providing learning
opportunities librarians primarily learned in an informal way particularly through interaction with
other people the skills which they learned at work can be divided into four areas instrumental
competencies communication competencies reflective competencies and cultural competencies
librarians utilized multiple sources and strategies in the learning process these included talking to
people reading journals or other materials referring to files searching on the internet drawing on
prior experiences learning by doing learning from mistakes and observing attending formal
continuing education activities was also important for their professional development since a
university library is located in an academic environment and the library itself is the center of
knowledge available and abundant resources resided in the work environment this enhanced the
ability of librarians to engage in self directed learning activities
the learning process was not independent of context some contextual factors both at the
organizational level and at the individual level facilitate or constrain learning at the organizational
level these factors include the civil service system leadership style relationships between
management and employees workinglearning
working learning climate the level of position and the spatial
environment at the individual level motivation personality and family factors were identified
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in
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1975 this dissertation
bikai 1898
focusing on the early twentieth century chinese artist feng zikai
18981975
examines the relationship between fengs
bengs artistic career and chinas
cainas new publishing industry
particularly the kaiming book company kaiming shudian
shadian feng both taught art and worked as a
cover designer and illustrator for the kaiming book company as well as for other publishers his
artistic production included traditional chinese painting calligraphy woodcut prints cartoons
illustrations and cover designs A crucial element in fengs
bengs success was the development of the
modem printing industry and the proliferation of publishing houses which brought about the
publication of books urban magazines and newspapers and contributed to the spread of popular
culture among the masses in china this led to the creation of a new category of professional artists

such as the graphic designer to carve out and profit from a market niche in the booming publishing
industry the kaiming book company seized upon the new popular trend exemplified by the new
japanese influenced style of feng zikai
bikai in his role as an editor and committee member of the
kaiming book company feng actively disseminated art and art education through such print media
as zhong xuesheng
xue sheng the juvenile student
feng had many of his personal essays books regarding
art and cartoons published by the kaiming book company he also designed illustrations for many
books which the company produced this was very uncommon in china at that time more
significantly feng utilized the print media to communicate with the growing number of young readers
and to disseminate his thoughts and aesthetics to the masses because of the circulation of books with
innovative cover designs and illustrations the appreciation of art no longer was limited to a few
private collectors not only did bengs
F
engs art reflect an important page in the sino japanese relationship
fengs
at the beginning of the twentieth century but it also played a significant role in the flowering of
graphic art in republican china abstract at athttpwwwohiolinkeduetdviewcgiosul079634774
httpwwwohiolinkeduetdviewcgi7osul079634774
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this dissertation focuses

on the changing western image of china during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries post modemist
modernist
modelist studies in the china field always maintain that the images of
china in europe were distorted mis
mispresented deformed or demonized by the west returning to the
presented
historical environment we examine this issue through an empirical approach in which the process of
china from the seventeenth century to the opium war is clearly documented
part one is an historical narrative of the paintings and drawings of china by draftsman engravers
scholars geographers botanists and missionaries included in our discussion are a the paintings of
1672 the draftsman of the dutch east
china by early traders as represented by johan nieuwhof
16181672
nieuhof 1618
india company during his voyage to china and arnoldus montanuss
Montanuss 1625
1683 atlas Chinen
sis
chinensis
16251683
london 1671 b the works of the catholic jesuits about china michael boyms
1612 1659
bohms 16121659
atlas imperil singrun
sis vienna 1656 martino martinis 16141661
sinensio
sinarun and flora Sinen
1661
sinensis
1614 iggi
1614166
1661 novus atlas
Sinen sis and athanasius kirchers
sinensio
1602 1680 china illustrata
sinensis
Kir chers 16021680
kircheis
illustrato c william alexander 17671816
1767 1816
who accompanied earl macartneys
Macart neys embassy to china and during the trip produced several books with
illustrations about the costume of china among them his views of 18th century china costumes
history customs co authored with george henry mason also included in this category is the
engraving volume of george stauntons
1801
Staun tons 1737
17371801
1737180
embassy from the
1801 an authentic account of an embassyfrom
king of great britain to the emperor of china london 1797 d commercial artists paintings of
china during the early nineteenth century they include british painter george chinnery 17741852
1774 1852
and his works portraits landscapes and sketches done in macao and canton e finally the
european artists who captured the image of china on the eve of the opium war among them the
french artists auguste borgens
Bor
gets 1808
1877 sketches of china and the chinese london 1842 and
borgets
18081877
1879 illustrations in voyage en chine etc
Dau miers 1808
honore daumiers
18081879
the second part of this dissertation focuses on the aforementioned thematic expressions from the
following china related paintings a the image of chinese cities b customs and costumes c
plants and flora for each theme exemplary paintings and illustrations are carefully discussed and
analyzed with the aim of determining the kinds of concerns and understandings which these
westerners had about china and how their knowledge and understanding influenced the popular
image of the middle kingdom in the european mind prior to the real conflict and military encounter
between the east and west in the nineteenth century
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by means of quantitative and qualitative assessment this dissertation set out to investigate the users
and their use of electronic texts in the japanese text initiative JTI through the world wide web
WWW and to develop a model for future use conceived in 1995 JTI is an ongoing collaborative
electronic text project of the university of virginia library and the university of pittsburghs
Pitts burghs east
asian library designed to make the texts of classical japanese literature available on the WWW
research questions included the demographic characteristics of the users their use and the purposes
for their use of the texts the differences between native and nonnative
non native speakers of japanese in
approaching JTI and usersneeds
needs
users sneeds
user
the survey research method using a questionnaire was employed an electronic survey was
conducted over the WWW at the JTI site from march to june 1999 A total of 135 responses were
received the majority of the respondents were native speakers of english 605
60.5
17.7
605 while 177
177 were
japanese and 218
21.8
218 were categorized as others seventy percent were female and thirty percent
male with a mean age of 354
35.4
354 years they were either students or teachers at various levels of the
education system and they had a high educational level masters degree as a mode users
environmental differences were not reflected in the reasons for their use of the texts academic and
non academic between the two native language groups japanese 177
nonacademic
17.7
177 and non japanese 82.31
8231
82.3
8231
of JTI users it is clear that the majority of the users 783
78.3
783 for the texts and 719
71.9
719 for interactive
searching regardless of their native language approached JTI in order to use the texts for
non
academic reasons while the data were insufficient to support the formal development of a model
nonacademic
for the popular use of electronic texts some general comments were made and a framework was
developed as the basis for further study the world wide web was confirmed to be acting in the role
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of an agent or vehicle for the popularization of information or for the democratization of scholarly
information most respondents expressed the desire that JTI add more texts in order to build a critical
mass of them
introduction 2 the problem 3 literature review 4 the japanese text initiative 5
research design and procedures 6 research results data analysis 7 A model for popular use of
electronic texts 8 summary and conclusions 50 figures 81 tables appendices A
AII1 pp315 96
bibliography pp397 423
note chapter six pages 97276
97 276
research results data analysis focused on seven research
questions a profile of the respondents b reasonspurposes
Reasons Purposes of use c use of the texts and
users
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nent d Is interactive searching of the texts used for what purposes and by
envirom
web environ
usersweb
e differences in approaching the japanese text initiative by native
what categories of users
language f what Is the popular usage of the electronic version of classical japanese texts in
the japanese text initiative
and g what are the design implications for the japanese text
initiative site of the answers to the previous questions
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this dissertation examines the interaction of northern european and chinese art in the period before
chinoiserie specifically the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries when many europeans
engaged chinese art not merely as a source of decoration but also as a crucial means of
comprehending chinese culture the materials of my study are primarily illustrated travel books
about asia the majority of which were printed in amsterdam and written by jesuit missionaries east
india company merchants and european linguists and include the works of such authors as
johannieuhof
nieuwhof
athanasius kircher 1602
1680 johan
1672 and olfert dapper 1636
16021680
nieuhof 1618
16181672
1689
16361689
adopting a comparative approach 1I consider these european publications and their
proto ethno
graphic and topographical illustrations in conjunction with similar representations
etheo
ethnographic
produced in china during the late ming and early qing dynasties specifically illustrated
ethnographies of the miao people early encyclopedias and various editions of descriptions of
famous places in addition 1I discuss paintings and printed books produced by european
missionaries among them matteo ricci 1552
15
16
52
10 and giulio aleni
1610
82 1649 for the chinese
1582
15521610
5216
alani 15
15821649
821649
court and literati these along with certain forms of chinese export art allow me to engage questions
about the role of art in conversion the translation of style across cultures and the relationship of
calligraphy and the history of language to artistic practice one of my goals is to bring to the attention
of historians of european colonialism a body of similar and comparable chinese material our
understanding of the links between art and imperialism are limited if we believe that it was only
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european artists who sought to develop new ways of picturing foreign lands and people in the early
modem period 1I argue that certain aspects of mercantilism transform
transfonn the conventions by which both
european and chinese artists represent the experience of travel and cultural difference in image and
text I1 show how commerce not only altered northern european conceptions of china from the
sixteenth through the eighteenth century but also how this transformation was reflected in chinas
cainas
own self representation in export ware bound for european markets
introduction 2 writing as an art form the place of chinese in baroque theories of
language 3 commerce credibility and the travel experience 4 patterns of exchange clothing
customs and painted porcelain 5 epilogue 102 figures and maps appendix figures pp
279
ap 178
178279
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the overall purpose of this dissertation was to explore the information needs

the
information seeking behaviors and the use of community public libraries among first generation
adult korean immigrants living in the dallas texas area the subjects consisted of thirty six
interviewees half of them nine males and nine females were randomly identified from the dallas
korean resident directory the remaining interviewees nine males and nine females were identified
with the help of three gatekeepers
gatekeepers of the korean ethnic population living in the dallas area
data for the study were collected by means of flexibly structured open ended face to face
interviews the data were analyzed using both content analysis and the ethnographic summary
approach according to the constant comparison method
the expressed needs of the respondents for information were classified into twelve topic areas
childrens education educational opportunities for career development information for survival
matters regarding family relations mainstream community information business related concerns
general legal aid health insurance housing information basic computer skills tax assistance and
improvement in english language literacy
the immigrants relied heavily on informal interpersonal korean social networks as their primary
source of information community public libraries were perceived as irrelevant and inconsequential
places for their daily information needs the immigrants simply did not realize that the libraries
existed for them nor did they acknowledge any benefits of or any necessity for a library in their
personal lives nevertheless while they made limited use of public libraries for themselves the
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immigrants were devoted users of the library in connection with their childrens schooling
the importance of learning english was a constantly recurring theme during the interview process
the language barrier led the immigrants to seek information from their own ethnic resources because
their lack of proficiency in english affected their ability to go beyond the same ethnic information
environment furthermore the language barrier exacerbated the extent to which the immigrants were
socially isolated and alienated from mainstream american society

contents 1 introduction 2 overview of the literature on korean immigrants in america in general
3 overview of the literature on informational needs information seeking behaviors and library
uses in ethnic minority communities 4 methodology 5 findings 6 conclusions implications
and recommendations for further study 2 figures 1I table bibliography pp203 17 appendices
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the farmington plan was a program for the cooperative acquisition of foreign publications it was
established by the association of research libraries in 1948 and was terminated in 1972 the plans

original goal was that at least one copy of every newly published book of conceivable research value
would be acquired cataloged and made available for interlibrary loan by at least one american library
this idea can be traced to unrealized proposals for national library cooperation in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries during world war two heavy demands for information and
inadequate supplies of foreign publications led librarian of congress archibald macleish to seek a
formal
nai program of cooperative foreign acquisitions the plan took its name from a 1942 meeting of
fon nal
macleishs outside advisors in farmington connecticut A subcommittee authorized by that meeting
wrote a proposal to divide the responsibility for collecting foreign materials among american research
libraries in 1948 the plan sponsored by the association of research libraries began operating in
western europe under the initial program described here as subject responsibility agents in each
country acquired current monographs and distributed them to libraries that had assumed responsibility
for particular subjects problems with the program included errors of omission inclusion and
classification on the part of the agents and the failure of participating libraries to catalog all of the
books which they received the crisis of the korean war in 1950 inspired the establishment of an
additional program described here as country responsibility under which libraries assumed
responsibility for acquiring all publications of research value from individual countries mostly in the
58 found both widespread dissatisfaction among librarians and
third world A survey in 1957
195758
previously unknown successes of subject responsibility in acquiring books that otherwise would not
have been added to the national collection A national conference in 1959 led to the establishment of
additional programs under subcommittees dealing with world regions the termination of the
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program of subject responsibility in 1972 led to the abandonment of the name of the farmington plan
this dissertation interprets the farmington plan in the light of recent theories of nonprofit strategic
planning marketing and management control
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this dissertation studies

and explains the development of the public library in hong kong during
the 156 years of british colonial rule
part one chapters two three and four examines the development of the libraries that were open
to the public during the first century of british rule 1841 to 1941
1941 it argues that the colonial
government was apathetic to the provision of public library services and that independent
organizations accordingly assumed responsibility for satisfying the reading needs of hong kong
residents in this connection the history of seven major prewar libraries namely the morrison
library the library of the china branch of the royal asiatic society the victoria library and
reading rooms the city hall library the hok hoi library the library of the chinese general
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chamber of commerce and the fung ping shan library is examined
part two chapter five focuses on the libraries that were operated by the government of the
occupied territory during the japanese occupation from december 1941 to august 1945 unlike the
british the japanese government planned on setting up a public library after its occupation of hong
kong and succeeded in doing so within three years the libraries operated by the japanese however
were largely for the political motives of propagating japanese culture and prolonging japanese
military rule in hong kong
part three chapter six seven eight nine and ten examines the development of the public
library in colonial hong kong following world war two and particularly after the opening of the
postwar city hall library in march 1962 disparate forces affecting the development of the public
library are reviewed in chapter six indicating that political considerations preceded other factors in
shaping the history of the public library of hong kong the colonial government remained apathetic
to public library services and its responsibility for developing public libraries was increasingly handed
over to the municipal councils following successive local government reforms this eventually led to
the existence of two self determining administrative entities the urban council public libraries and
the regional council public libraries for the provision of public library services from 1986 onwards
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this dissertation reports on the current status of international document supply in taiwan

identifies
its problems and explores their possible solutions to that end two questionnaire surveys for libraries
one interview survey for information brokers one questionnaire survey for potential users and one
interview survey for internet service providers were carried out between summer 1995 and august
1997 to supplement data gathered from these six surveys some informal interviews were undertaken
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with librarians and people involved with document delivery or information services on various
occasions from 1993 to 1995 our investigation covers eight channels for obtaining transborder
documents a incoming international document delivery services provided by libraries b retrieving
full text documents from foreign online systems via libraries connections c incoming
international document delivery services provided by information brokers d obtaining public
documents from foreign internet sites e direct access to foreign CASIAS
CAS IAS services current
awareness services combined with individual article supply services f outgoing international
document delivery services provided by libraries g outgoing international document delivery
services provided by information brokers and h obtaining public documents from internet sites in

taiwan
our study found that considering users needs speed and fees there is no overall winner in a
comparison of the eight international document supply channels these channels cannot fully meet
potential users expectations of speed and fees the operators of the five incoming channels that will
most likely be successful in expanding the market will be those with efficient services to meet current
and potential users expectations and with marketing strategies calculated to attract new users growth
of the outgoing international document supply market is dependent on the development of guidelines
for copying activities the creation of a copyright clearance agency the publication of more holdings
information and appropriate measures designed to make this information more widely available to
foreign countries
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this dissertation deals with the censorship of the korean language press in japan by the american
occupation authorities SCAPs civil censorship detachment following world war two it focuses

on the social roles of the mass media in a minority community when there were harsh media controls
such as the discriminatory allocation of printing paper as well as censorship it finds that in spite of
government controls the press continued to play important social roles such as community integration
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identity formation and agenda setting
the dissertation represents the first scholarly examination of nineteen korean newspapers
including one for women and fourteen magazines published by koreans in japan during the early
years of the occupation it is based on previously unavailable material recently opened to researchers
as part of the gordon W prange collection at the university of maryland libraries therefore the
entire dissertation is the only study to date of korean publications in japan during the occupation
period 1945
1952
19451952
this study discloses the contents of articles scheduled to appear in korean publications that were
suppressed by the censors through this study the voices of suppressed korean speakers have been
revived and can for the first time be heard in an open forum even though the voices represent quite
different ideological factions those of the leftwing
leftwing rightwing and middle of the road the study
concludes that korean publications in japan reflecting the yearnings of koreans in japan zeroed in on
a consensus korea is one therefore the homeland should overcome the division between the north
and the south and develop into a unified nation
this study shows how a marginalized ethnic minority group the koreans in japan under the
japanese government and the american occupation authorities recognized themselves as members of
the same community belonging to one homeland in spite of their geographical distance from it it
demonstrates the fact that journalism under conditions of harsh control may negotiate with the
authorities or attempt to circumvent control the study also brings out the fact that from the point of
view of the freedom of the press controlling the physical media of communication printing paper
may be more damaging than control of the contents of communication censorship
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this dissertation explored

the perceptions of taiwanese technological higher education
administrators regarding the motivation and capability of their institutions to form an intercollegiate
alliance their preferred areas of collaboration and the attributes of their preferred partners possible
differences in the perceptions of administrators from public and private institutions respectively were
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also explored

the study targeted six chief administrators

in each of eighty eight technological and vocational
higher education institutions in taiwan A mix of quantitative and qualitative research designs was
used to collect and analyze data quantitative data were collected from 328 administrators through a
questionnaire survey and analyzed using univariate and multivariate statistical techniques in addition
to obtain a deeper understanding of the process of alliance formation qualitative data were collected
through interviews with thirteen administrators and content was analyzed using emergent themes
analysis
our findings revealed that taiwanese technological education administrators were not strongly
confident in the competitive positions of their institutions they perceived themselves as
noncompetitive
non
competitive in faculty research performance in obtaining financial support and in having
easy access locations administrators believed that forming an alliance would help them obtain more
external resources achieve academic enhancement provide better services have a stronger voice and
obtain promotion to a higher institutional level cost cutting was not believed to be an attainable goal
strong interest was expressed for an alliance in the sharing of technology information networks
and library resources cross registration admissions and recruitment practices school industry
endeavors and international academic exchanges the sharing of administrators and staff joint
bidding and purchasing and cooperative fundraising were of less interest
administrators favored partners who had excellent academic programs who had complementary
skills who were willing to share library resources and who were enthusiastic leaders they also
wanted partners to match their institutions in performance and prestige and to be geographically close
to them multivariate analysis of variance did not reveal significant differences between the
perceptions of the administrators from public and private institutions respectively we concluded that
despite encouragement from the government and the institutions eagerness to form an alliance the
administrators had little confidence that a sustainable alliance could be arranged
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